
This exercise focuses on building flexion along with 

engaging back muscles. You can variate the pattern to 

keep it interesting to your horse, and can even ride 

straight lines down the centreline of the poles. It is 

encouraged to ride poles off centre and not to always 

cross them straight – that builds your horse’s hoof-eye 

coordination and increases their balance and rhythm.  

Instead of crossing poles in a consecutive pattern, try 

random patterns and different changes in direction to 

keep your horse guessing at where they’re going to be 

going next. Work on this for 10 minutes at a time, 

allowing for a generous walk break in between. This can 

be done at the walk and trot. You should notice an 

increase in the fluidity of your horse’s movement, and 

downwards stretching 

 

 

PROGRESSION A     PROGRESSION B 

How to complete this exercise: 

Guide your horse through the patterns below on a loose rein. Think about primarily utilizing a neck rein and open 

rein together to allow your horse to move freely between the left and right aids. As their head begins to lower, 

praise them. They must lower their head to begin to stretch the back and engage the abdominal muscles. When 

you feel that your horse is beginning to move more freely and is completely warmed up to the patterns, begin 

utilizing your inside leg to flex the horse and gather the chin gently, working on a “take and release” premise. 

When this begins to come together, turn down your aid volume (use your reins progressively more gently) to 

encourage your horse to begin self carriage. The lower their head wants to be, the better.  

Building The Back 
The following series of exercises are designed to build back muscle as well as supporting muscle groups. They can 

also be used to increase range of stride, improve balance and coordination, and build rhythm and self-carriage. A 

horse that is just beginning rehabilitation should only complete these exercises at a walk, and have trot work 

done only on the flat around the exterior of the ring until they are beginning to build strength and not showing 

any signs of a set back. 


